Technology

Aloha by Elk
In-sync remote musical collaboration — BJORN EHLERS
(CMO, Elk) explains how Elk can help

M

usicians might assume they can hop
onto Zoom to replicate the experience
of playing together while apart. If it
works for conversations, why not for
music sessions? The issue is latency, the delay in
all digital transactions but which we don’t
notice in conversations. When talking, we do it
one after another. But when we’re playing
music, we do it at the same time, in sync. ‘Live’
Zoom performances aren’t what they seem.
They’re edited to look like everyone’s in sync.
Now there is a solution that can ameliorate the
pain of latency. Here’s how it works.
Computers have a lot of individual tasks,
organised by the operating system (OS). The
OS orchestrates conflicting and competing
tasks. Tasks are completed in the order that the
OS decides. If an audio sample isn’t dealt with
almost immediately, the only solution is to
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introduce a buffer, so that processing can take
place in time to output continuous audio. For
live music, these delays are unacceptable. And
the latency isn’t constant.
Rather surprisingly — it’s taken the vision of a
violin maker to solve it. Michele Benincaso, our
founder at Elk, studied at the Stradivarius
school of violin making. He later turned to guitar
making and after a few years received an
inquiry for a guitar that could run VST
instruments, so that the guitarist could play
almost any sound, live, on stage, without delays.
In order to make that computerised guitar
possible, Elk did what some might consider to
be impossible. It built an OS from the ground up
with a single aim: to process audio without
delay. Remarkably, Elk OS does this, reducing
the typical computer’s 20-25ms to an incredible
1ms. With latency reduced to an insignificant

amount, other things, beyond supporting virtual
instruments, become possible.
So Elk turned its attention to the problem of
musicians playing together, remotely. If each
musician in a group has a device running Elk
OS, then it should be possible to set up a joint
session with only the latency of the network to
deal with. While network delays are definitely
significant, and with Elk OS’s incredibly low
audio latency, it’s possible to achieve 10-20ms
delay: easily within the range that musicians
need to play together well.

Raspberry Pi and peer-to-peer

Elk has built prototypes based around small,
extremely low-cost computing platforms like
the Raspberry Pi. We present it as a ‘box’ that
needs only an audio input and a network cable
to become part of a seamless music remote
session. Future versions will have improved
industrial design and be smaller.
Elk has designed a peer-to-peer service
called Aloha that is managed from a web-based
app. This allows users to set up and join groups,
and see each other while they’re playing. Right
now the limit is four participants per session but
a future service will allow many more musicians
to take part.
Some musicians can detect tiny latencies —

sometimes below 10ms. But we have found that
they are able to play together with other
musicians with 20ms delay or more. Our testing
shows that musicians are able to compensate
for delay if it is constant — just like players in an
orchestra on a large stage.
Aloha from Elk is designed to work with fast
broadband. The best results come from Fibre
To The Home (FTTH). Next best is Fibre To The
Cabinet (FTTC). Better than both of these will
be the mature version of 5G, and Edge
computing will improve that still further. FTTH is
how we have conducted our trials in Europe
and the USA.
Don’t be tempted to measure your home’s
latency using ‘ping’. This can be very
misleading. Ping measures a round trip, so it’s
twice the latency relevant to Aloha. Don’t
measure latency over WiFi, either. This can
introduce big delays. The Aloha ‘box’ is
connected to a home router with an ethernet
cable. This gives the most stable connection
and the lowest latency. In Stockholm, we
typically get a network latency of only 5-6ms.
Add the latency in Aloha and you get a total of
around 12-13ms: easily low enough for musicians
to play together remotely.
Aloha is currently in beta being tested by
professional musicians, producers and music
institutions like the Royal College of Music, The
New School and University of California, Irvine.
The results are remarkable. With uncompressed
audio quality and minimal delays, musicians can
jam, rehearse, record, and even stream their
performances to a wider audience.
To illustrate this, watch the Yamaha Music
”Band and Orchestra” performance by Swedish
jazz greats Nils Landgren and Robert Ikiz.
Trombone player Nils Landgren was in southern
Sweden and drummer Robert Ikiz was 670km
away in Stockholm. Using Zoom would have
given a latency of 200-500ms. But Aloha, using
a consumer network connection, came in with
just 12ms latency. That’s like the two musicians
were only 4m apart.

We’ve connected with musicians in southern
Europe — that’s 3,000km — and you do notice
the lag (the speed of light comes into play
here). But since the latency is so constant, your
ears start to adapt — and you can still play
together. The effect of perceived latency is all
about context.
Aloha works well with 5G. We demonstrated
this at the 2019 Mobile World Congress, where
we had musicians separately on the Ericsson
and Vodafone booths, playing together. With
5G, everything’s wireless: there’s no need for a

router. Ericsson and Vodafone are testing Aloha
on their actual 5G networks.

In future, Elk devices can be built into
musician’s instruments and microphones. It will
be universal, like MIDI. With this fundamental
problem solved by Aloha, it’s only a matter of
time before playing at a distance for musicians
is as routine as making a phone call. Aloha will
be affordable for musicians and will be
commercially available in Q2 2021.
Elk is a Stockholm based company that develops
technologies enabling a new generation of connected
musical instruments and audio devices. Elk’s ambition
is to create new ways to bridge the gap between
musicians and technology, changing how to learn,
create, record and share music.
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